HALF THE SKY: The Yoga of the Goddess of Great Beauty

THE MOTHER: ....... no religion, Universe, Quantum, Observer, Consciousness, TAO, GREAT GODDESS, Your-SELF;
HALF THE SKY: ...... no religion, no judgment, Half The Sky, MOTHER Earth, THE MOTHER;
ESCHATOLOGY: ... all religions, Last Judgment, Devi-Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh, Eschaton-Resurrection-Qiyamah Wind,
Kalki-Second Coming, Global Warming

OCTOBER 2021
HALF THE SKY: “This train is a clean train, riding in Jesus’ name.” Everybody riding Pauli Murray’s train ... (October 3, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The Resurrection promised yesterday enables the humble and poor to experience ... (October 5, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The Savior was crucified on the Cross. The Paraclete was crucified on the Caduceus. (October 5, 2021)
THE MOTHER: “I bear witness that there is no god but Allah (SWT), and I bear witness that Muhammad ... (October 7, 2021)

SEPTEMBER 2021
HALF THE SKY: Shruti, “Jagbir, what we should do to sustain the message of the Resurrection?” (September 5, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: Can a Latina girl dream of being the President of the United States? HALF THE SKY can ... (September 7, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: Nosso Pai Pentecostes, que não está no céu; ... não nos deixes cair em tentação; ... (Setembro 11, 2021)
“Satguru wahi jo Sathi milae.” Only a human personality and not a whiff of cool breeze can give ... (September 16, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: I am the bhagwan who found the DEVI within. (September 24, 2021)
THE MOTHER: Jesus, of course the world cannot receive the HOLY SPIRIT they neither see nor know! (September 29, 2021)

AUGUST 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: But sometime in the twentieth century, the Prince of this World leaped across the Straits ... (August 3, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The Resurrection awakens the deities of the DEVI—the Great Mater Aeterni Dei from the dream ... (August 5, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: O You shaktis of the Shakti wrapped in a Sari, by 7 Rabi Al-Akhar, 1472 deliver Her Al Naba ... (August 6, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: No religion led me to THE MOTHER: Jesus did. No religion led me out of Darkness. Christ did. No ... (August 13, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: And this Gospel of Mark 13 and Matthew 24 shall be preached in the whole world ... (August 14, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: I met a Taliban leader and lost hope for my country.” Farahnaz Forotan, there will be when ... (August 17, 2021)
HALF THE SKY: *Al Muddaththir* (The Messenger cloaked in a Sari) has arisen and delivered *Al Naba* ... *(August 18, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: the patriarchal past towards the Matriarchal Millennium. Only the Quran *(August 21, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: *Ijihad is separating the bull from the sh*t*, and then examining the bull. *(August 22, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: As I was looking around to extract evidence of Jesus supporting HALF THE SKY, I came across ... *(August 23, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: Before Islam the three daughters of the Primordial Allah (SWT) al-Lat, al-Uzza and Manat were ... *(August 26, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: Shukria Barakzai, I witnessed the BEAUTY of Afghanistan in 1971. *(August 30, 2021)*
THE MOTHER: To My Flower Children, what are you searching for. Jesus is God’s Atom Bomb. *(August 31, 2021)*

**JULY 2021**

ESCHATOLOGY: “I am the living bread that came down from heaven. Whoever eats this bread will live ... *(July 5, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: Quantum Mechanics and NDEs confirms that medical-scientific evolution of the scriptural-spiritual ... *(July 6, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: This pariah dog will have to keep licking the Pentecost Phlegm—the First Supper of Satan, ... *(July 7, 2021)*
THE MOTHER: THE MOTHER is 1% Father and 99% MOTHER, 1% Deva and 99% DEVI, 1% Half the Sky and 99% ... *(July 11, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: 2000 years ago the Prince of this World began to penetrate the Church. Today just 20 ... *(July 12, 2021)*
THE MOTHER: THE MOTHER is 1% Yahweh 99% Asherah, 1% Allah 99% “We,” 1% Jerusalem 99% Kuntillet Ajrud; 1% Pope ... *(July 17, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: After bowing down and exchanging greetings, he asked the Great Mater Purissima ... *(July 20, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: After the First Supper of the Prince of this World, Christians were given the ... *(July 23, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: Move not thy tongue concerning the Resurrection, to make haste therewith. It is ... *(July 28, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: “Although Jesus rejected male dominance, as symbolized in his commissioning of ... *(July 28, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: “Each [Mary Magdalene] document presents Jesus as a wisdom teacher and living ... *(July 30, 2021)*

**JUNE 2021**

ESCHATOLOGY: “Daughter, your faith [in My three-year ministry] has made you well”; that in My three-year-old ... *(June 1, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: I asked Lalita, “Why is there a moon?” Answer: The moon syncs the scarlet menstrual tides of MOTHER .... *(June 4, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: “There is something afoot in the universe, something that looks like gestation and birth. In other words ...” *(June 4, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: “But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it... Then I ... *(June 5, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: The *glossolalia* virus is spreading to India.* “So be on your guard; I have told you everything ....” *(June 6, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: Jesus undoubtedly disassociated from the Father of the Bible and gave a camouflaged code ... *(June 8, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: By 2050 the Truth of the GREAT SPIRIT shall be revealed as the Eagle has landed on the moon ... *(June 10, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: “Today I told to someone, let’s forget about everything and take everyone directly to ... *(June 11, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: “If they do not first receive resurrection while they are alive, once they have died they will ...” *(June 13, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: “The Good News [of the Resurrection] will be told to people all over the world. And I ...” *(June 14, 2021)*
THE MOTHER: THE MOTHER: “I meditate on all who meditate on Me.” *(June 27, 1994)*
THE MOTHER: “In the text, she first appears as a blazing light,” symbolizing brahman, then transforms ...” *(June 20, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: “Your Guru is a Woman! She is the source of all the knowledge. She is the Ocean of All ...” *(June 22, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: For the awakened, the shortest mantra for women is “BEAUTY.” For the Gods, it is ... *(June 23, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: And this Gospel of Mark 13 and Matthew 24 shall be preached in the whole world, and ... *(June 24, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: This Diwali has made me shudder as in The Exorcist, Deliver us from Evil, ... *(June 25, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: Quantum Mechanics and NDEs confirms that medical-scientific evolution of the scriptural-spiritual ... *(June 26, 2021)*
ESCHATOLOGY: The First Supper of Satan, ... *(June 28, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: “But what if the pattern of the priesthood established by Jesus was entirely different, and ...? *(June 27, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: “And other sheep I have which are not of this fold; them also I must bring, and they will .... *(June 27, 2021)*
HALF THE SKY: Dear Shrutika, my pranayama for asking an extremely important question whose ... *(June 28, 2021)*
MAY 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Between the Sahasrara and Lotus Feet of Bharat Maa lies the dark, dirty, smelly underbelly of. (May 2, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Very truly I tell you, No one can enter the Kingdom of God unless they are born of sperm-evolution. (May 5, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: “In effect, right at the very start, the message of Jesus was already hijacked.” So too the. (May 8, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Violet, this post of yours brings the Knowledge of those who have ears that hear Jesus speaking. (May 10, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: If Jesus wore a turban today, He would be both Guru Nanak and Gobind in tan, man, and dhan. (May 11, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: BERTRAND?!!!!!! You too? This is Heaven on Earth! (May 16, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: “The church is not the right place to get clear answers. The church says that the Bible is difficult to. (May 18, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: But hardly any Christian, Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jew, or Muslim has heard Jesus speaking ‘again’ (May 21, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: I just told Sunshine: “If this world was solid gold, it will be worth a peanut for ears that hear. (May 26, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: If you seek the secrets of Jesus' mustard seed today it will release you from one lakh rebirths. (May 28, 2021)
THE MOTHER: Behold THY MOTHER: “THY MOTHER is the Father!”; “THY MOTHER is the Son!”; “THY MOTHER is the. (May 31, 2021)

APRIL 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Sunshine: “It feels like a bit wet.” “But I don’t pay attention to it nowadays.” I will talk about. (April 2, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Trump was a prophet of American evangelical Christians. When ears listen to Jesus ‘speaking’ (April 4, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Jesus was a Jew and listening to him will not make you a Christian. It will make you. (April 6, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Jesus was a Jew and listening to him will not make you a Christian. It will make you (April 8, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: “Jesus solemnly assures the disciples that they will, in the future, perform even greater than He. (April 11, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The camel dung of the Islam Mosque tastes better than the bullshit of the Catholic Church. The (April 17, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: “In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will. (April 19, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The spiritual dawn of Consciousness and Quantum Mechanics will lead humanity to finally venture. (April 21, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The vayu blows where it wishes, and you hear its sound, but you do not know where it comes. (April 24, 2021)
THE MOTHER: The Goddess declares that the “subtle body, that is my own rarefied form.” “How else could souls be. (April 27, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: As the prophesied End Times pestilence of Jesus ravages India and the world, the Hindus, Jews, (April 28, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Maa Ganga blesses fools with ‘moksa,’ Modi with migraine. April 30, 2021

MARCH 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: I was looking for the 1001 false Christs of the End Times. When Prophet Baljinder Singh spoke my ears. (March 1, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: (#4: "... until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.").) The End Times is the Age that has Come when. (March 5, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: (#5: "... until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.").) The End Times is the Age that has Come when. (March 19, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The Resurrection is an experience of Quantum Mechanics that is Consciousness. March 21, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: The Resurrection validates the human-soul duality of existence. Jesus validates the spirit-physical. March 23, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Mullahs are fools who know as much about Quantum Mechanics as a camel knows about Al-. (March 24, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Despite 600,000 hadiths, 1,900,000,000 Muslims are unaware that Allah (SWT) did not address them. (March 24, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: “To the Day of Resurrection, I will make those who follow you superior to those who disbelieved.” March 28, 2021

FEBRUARY 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Jesus resisted Satan for 40 days and began three years of ministry in the Age that Was. Satan. (February 1, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: “When even Christ was fasting in the desert, Satan tried to tempt Him by offering Him the. (February 5, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Christian phlegm #3: Captain Govindra Singh, only a murakh who never knew the primordial. (February 9, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: THE MOTHER has strung together the patriarchal pearls of Judaism, Christianity, Islam. (February 17, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: The End Times is the Age that has Come. For those who have ears Jesus “can’t seem to make. (February 18, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: (#1: "... until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.").) The End Times is the Age that has Come. (February 19, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: Flee from the God who met Satan and banished angels to the Tartarus Gulag. Flee from the. (February 21, 2021)
ESCHATOLOGY: (#2: "... until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.") The End Times is the Age that has Come ... February 23, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: (#3: "... until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.") The End Times is the Age that has Come ... February 25, 2021
THE MOTHER: Just like Mao Zedong and Xi Jinping, the Great Mother Tao can *ming* the masses to return from yu... February 27, 2021

JANUARY 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: “Why do you not understand what I am saying? It is because you are unable to accept my ...” January 3, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: When the Pentecost Father was threatened, his pit-bull Steven Hassan attacked the Mother ... January 3, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: The faithfool of Abraham who still hear the *adhan* of their Pentecost-Father from the Dark Age that ... January 5, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: “I’m afraid that Allah would punish me because she might [be] a *jihn*” January 7, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: As Iblis continues whispering in the left ears of Fatih Zents, Allah’s (SWT) jinn warns: “Permission to ... January 10, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Shrutti, my pranaam for awakening me to the Triple *Taqdir*: "Qiyamah! Qiyamah! Qiyamah!... January 11, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: I fear the smell of the President of the Marlboro marauders from Montreal, Canada. September 29, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Mahadevi has whispered, “Jesus Christ of Nazareth!” You are now Home, Shruti. You don’t ... January 14, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: After listening to *The Witness*ses of the Pentecost Father, this *pariah* dog walked to the ... January 16, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: “Watch out for false prophets. They come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ... January 16, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Covid-19 has made the Himalayas visible from Punjab.* Capping global economic growth ... January 17, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: And this Gospel of Mark 13 and Matthew 24 shall be preached in the whole world, as a ... January 17, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Spring brings the rebirth of Nature.* Jesus brings the rebirth of humanity. Devi brings the rebirth ... January 17, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: Christian phlegm #2: Dr. Rajkumar Ramachandran listens to the *glossolalia* of the Pentecost ... January 18, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: This a great day for HALF THE SKY. 2050 is no longer a dream but divine destiny! Just follow ... January 20, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: My job is ONLY to gather evidence of the HOLY SPIRIT, the Paraclete, and the Sure Signs ... January 27, 2021
ESCHATOLOGY: We are talking about tens of thousands of saffron turbaned religious elites carrying *kirpan* ... January 30, 2021

DECEMBER 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: "Christ has died; Christ has risen; Christ will come again." December 3, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Between the lard of the Xinjiang yuan and ghee of the Kashmir rupee, the atheist yuan ...